
BSP’s New Mopping Up Tool.  Expect the BSP to be confidently reducing bank reserve 
requirement until BSP Governor Diokno’s term ends in 2023 but only in an environ-
ment of price stability defined as  2%-4% medium term inflation target.  BSP’s  confi-
dence arises from a new  open market instrument set to be launched soon intended  
to “sterilize” inflationary  money supply from the  triple R  cuts.  It’s being longer 
than term deposit facility of  the BSP (TDF) makes it more potent and it being a bond 
makes it tradeable.   

BSP’s Guidance and Buying Appetite.  Some big banks have built positions  last year 
on a bet the BSP will deliver said cuts as the 2020 inflation remains benign at BSP’s 
own forecast of  2.9%.  However, the appetite for more buying looks in question now  
given the recent volcanic eruption in Taal and it’s  potential inflationary fall-out. Also 
there’s a doubling of  the current quarter’s borrowing to Php420bn plus a prospective 
Php200bn worth of   Retail Treasury Bond float, also this quarter if not in next. The 
ten year bond rate  hit a high of 4.71% (the latest done rate as of Jan. 16, 2020)  from 
4.45%  (last year’s close)  while  the 7-yr  has risen 46 bps from a low of 4.175% early 
this year to 4.64%.  
 
Tighter Due to TDFs. Foreign economists have pointed to the BSP’s  TDF  as behind 
the  tighter  system liquidity with money supply (M3)  growth slipping to 6.3% last 
August, trapped at less than double-digit for months until   9.8% last November 2019  
from 8.7% in October from the recent  peak of  14.4% in both  March and May, 2018. 
The   400 bps cut in triple R  and 75 bps cut in policy rate were more reflected in 
the banks’ excess liquidity kept with the BSP with the bigger  sum of  ODF, TDF and 
reverse repo at a multi-month high of  Php854bn.  

Foreign Borrowing. Aside from stable local prices, what will partly keep interest rates 
low this year is government’s flexibility and room to borrow cheaply abroad, program is 
25% of total borrowing this year of Php1.4trn (gross). Thanks to BBB+ rating.

China-related Flows. Some $5bn to $6bn worth of foreign inflows embedded in the bal-
ance of payments  (BOP) record surplus were  not fully understood and identified.  The 
hunch  was that  it’s POGO and  China-related.  This and falling imports contributed  to 
the dollar peso strength. Is the exchange rate then artificial? Are these flows stable, 
recurring or speculative and so the exchange rate  could be vulnerable once these  flows  
lodged under the net unaccounted or gross unaccounted  of the BOP were to evaporate.  
Monetary authorities are not making a guess on just how  much of  the peso strength is 
fundamental-driven. 

Artificial? In contrast, the Thai monetary authorities are vocal about their displeasure 
over the baht’s strength, the best performing currency in Asia with 7.7% gain vs the USD 
in 2019,  tagging the flows behind it  as speculative.  To weaken the baht and avert an 
export slowdown, authorities have  started relaxing rules on resident foreign invest-
ments abroad. 

Taal is Yet to Register. Economy Still in A  Good Place.   The economy this year is in a 
good place with demand continuing to be strong so far. But Taal’s eruption is yet to show 
the  damage’s extent  given that affected areas NCR and CALABARZON make up 56% of 
the nation’s GDP. But sentiment has been dented,  seen in the downbeat stockmarket. 
Last December’s inflation beat of 2.5%  was  not worrisome for the BSP as it landed the 
target 2.5% inflation for the year.  Competitive US  shale oil pouring into  an  already 
oversupplied global oil market amid a global manufacturing downturn has cut the 
potency of  OPEC cuts. Good for oil importing Philippines  

Rising Core Inflation. Though core inflation (ex-food and fuel) has been stubbornly 
higher than headline in recent  months, a signal non-food inflation is taking hold. It is 
not cost-push and is  less transient, the BSP has hinted that alone won’t preclude further 
monetary easing.     Prof. Roubini’s finding that non-food inflation in the Philippines 
is  now a bigger factor to contend is worth watching out for  more closely. 

Figure 1.  RRP, TDF and ODF (in Php Bn)
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Figure 2:  M3 and Loan Growth, Year-on-Year (%)
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Figure 3:  Food Inflation, Year-on-Year (%)
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